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irect party participation in the resolution of
disputes is a key distinguishing feature of mediation. Party participation in mediation is thought
to facilitate the discussion of underlying interests, which
in turn can increase parties’ understanding and the likelihood that their concerns will be addressed. Party participation is also thought to enhance “voice,” parties’ sense
that they have had an opportunity to express their views.
Voice, in turn, is associated with parties feeling that the
mediation process and outcome are fair and legitimate.1
What effect does the presence of lawyers in mediation
have on party participation and voice? What is the relationship between how much parties talk during mediation
and whether they feel they have voice? Do party partici
pation and voice have similar or different effects on parties’
assessments of mediation?
To explore these questions, I conducted new statistical
analyses on existing datasets containing exit surveys of
parties who had attended court-connected mediation.
The analyses are based on the responses of 1,777 parties
in five general civil mediation programs in Ohio and
849 parties in thirteen domestic relations mediation
programs in Maine.2
Lawyers’ Effect on Party Participation and Voice
Virtually every party in the general civil mediation
cases had a lawyer who accompanied them to mediation,
making it impossible to look for differences associated
with the presence or absence of lawyers. Only descriptive
information was available, based on parties’ ratings of
participation and voice.
Only 25 percent of parties in general civil mediation
said they spent a considerable amount of time talking
during mediation in speaking for their side. By contrast,
64 percent of parties said their lawyer talked a considerable amount of time, and 57 percent said their lawyer
talked more than they did during mediation. Yet 77
percent of parties felt they had a considerable chance
to tell their views.
In the domestic relations mediation cases, 84 percent
of responding parties had a lawyer, and virtually all of
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the lawyers attended mediation. Parties were more likely
to participate “very actively,” as rated by the mediator,
when they did not have a lawyer with them in mediation
(82 percent when no lawyers were present and 85 percent
when only the other party’s lawyer was present) than
when their lawyer accompanied them to mediation (60
percent when both lawyers were present and 65 percent
when only their lawyer was present). But there were
no differences in whether parties felt they had “enough
chance” to tell their views of the dispute.
These findings suggest that lawyers’ presence in
mediation had a larger impact on parties’ participation
than on their sense of voice. This leads to the question
of what the relationship is between how much parties talk
in mediation and whether they feel they have voice.

In general civil cases, parties who
felt they had more chance to tell their
views rated the mediator and the
mediation process more favorably
than did parties who felt they had
less chance to tell their views.

Voice Is More Than How Much Parties Talk
In the general civil cases, virtually all parties (91 percent)
who said they talked “a great deal” during mediation felt
they had a considerable chance to tell their views of the
dispute. By contrast, half (50 percent) of parties who said
they did not talk at all felt they had a considerable chance
to tell their views. And over three-fourths (77 percent) of
parties who said their lawyers talked a great deal felt they
had a considerable chance to tell their views.
Similarly, in the domestic relations cases, 88 percent
of parties that mediators rated as “not at all active” in
mediation nonetheless felt they had enough chance to tell
their views.
Thus, talking a lot in mediation seemed to guarantee
that parties felt they had voice. Not talking reduced
parties’ sense of voice, but did not preclude some parties
from feeling they had voice. And some parties seemed to
feel they had voice through their lawyers.
Other studies provide potential explanations for why
some parties who do not talk in mediation, or whose
lawyers talk a lot, feel they have voice while others do
not.3 Whether parties who do not talk feel they have
voice might depend on their expectations or preferences
regarding participation in mediation, including whether
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they choose not to talk or are prevented from doing so.
Parties’ sense of voice might also depend on their lawyers’
approaches to representation and party participation in
mediation. And how well the lawyer understands and
communicates the parties’ interests, objectives, and views
might play a large role in parties’ sense of voice.
Voice Is More Strongly Related to Parties’
Assessments
Given that voice and how much parties talk in mediation
are related but different concepts, that leads to the question of whether they have similar or different relationships
with parties’ assessments of mediation.
In general civil cases, parties who felt they had more
chance to tell their views rated the mediator and the
mediation process more favorably than did parties who
felt they had less chance to tell their views. For example,
parties who felt they had more voice thought that the
mediation process was more fair, they had more input into
the outcome, and they were less pressured to settle than
parties who felt they had less voice. In addition, parties
who felt they had more chance to tell their views thought
that the mediator understood their views better, was more
impartial, and treated them more respectfully.
On most dimensions, parties in general civil cases who
talked more in mediation had more favorable assessments
than parties who talked less. But how much parties talked
was less strongly related to their assessments of mediation
and the mediator than whether they felt they had voice.4
And the relationship between talking and settlement
pressure was in the opposite direction of that seen for voice:
parties who talked more during mediation felt more pressured
to settle than parties who talked less. Perhaps this reflects
that when parties participate more, they are more directly
addressed or questioned, and thus feel more pressured.
Parties whose lawyers talked more during general civil
mediation tended to have more favorable assessments of
mediation than parties whose lawyers talked less. These
relationships also were smaller than those involving
parties’ voice. And the participation of lawyers seemed
to help buffer settlement pressures: parties who said their
lawyer talked more felt less pressured to settle than parties
who said their lawyer talked less.
In domestic relations mediation, parties who felt they
had enough chance to tell their views were more likely to
feel the process and outcome were fair and were less likely
to feel pressured to settle than were parties who did not feel
they had enough chance to tell their views. By contrast,
how actively parties participated in mediation was not
related to parties’ assessments of fairness. And parties who
participated more actively felt more pressured to settle.
In sum, voice had stronger and more consistently
favorable relationships with parties’ assessments of mediation and the mediator than did how much the parties or
their lawyers talked.

Need to Enhance Voice as Well as Participation
These findings suggest that to enhance parties’ experience
in mediation, lawyers and mediators need to encourage
greater party participation during mediation and to ensure
that parties have voice, especially when parties’ participation is limited. Future research needs to examine what
lawyers and mediators can do both to facilitate parties’
participation and to ensure that parties feel their views
are expressed.5 u
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